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Is Scotland ready to cope with a nuclear weapon convoy accident?
Convoy routes through Central Belt
Scottish Council areas on convoys routes
Balancing the RISK

• The probability of a serious accident
• The consequences of a serious accident
• Are there benefits in taking the risk – or could it be avoided altogether?

MOD “Nuclear safety risks are tolerable when balanced against the strategic imperative to move nuclear weapons”
Scotgov Preparedness Review references only one of the three essential elements of a credible risk assessment – the likelihood of an incident.

It also uncritically adopts the MoD's account of the likelihood of an incident – no use is made of independent expertise.
Glasgow 5km from convoy routes
What is the exact plan for the evacuation of 250,000 citizens in the event of a serious incident at Tradeston in Glasgow?

Do such plans exist?

What about the option for C1Rs to say that we could not cope?
Scotgov Preparedness Review and Nukewatch initial response available at:

nukewatch.org.uk